IDENTIFY, AGGREGATE AND
STANDARDIZE COMPANY
DATA THROUGHOUT YOUR
ORGANIZATION

CREATE VALUE FROM
SUSTAINABILITY
Measuring one’s carbon footprint and
environmental impact has become standard
for organizations, governments and
communities. Investors and key stakeholders
are now requiring more transparency. Ready
access to Sustainability Metrics allows for
better decision-making, and improved
sustainability performance, management
solutions, investor attraction, and return on
investment (ROI).
MetricsTrac, an ADEC Innovation, delivers a
suite of Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) applications that can obtain
these measurements. It is a highly scalable,
customizable, and robust software-as-aservice (SaaS) that helps organizations and
communities reduce their operational costs
while improving their sustainability
performance.
Streamline your business processes now and
achieve your sustainability goals with
MetricsTrac.

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE
FOUNDATION
At the core of every leading corporation is a
sustainable strategy that effectively addresses
environmental, social and economic issues,
and keeps costs low. Building a solid
foundation, however, requires good data
collection and management throughout your
value chain. Without that, you could face
unexpected risks.
MetricsTrac is a complete sustainability
solution to help you build a solid foundation
for addressing sustainability issues across
your entire organization.

CONNECTING
SUSTAINABILITY TO YOUR
BOTTOM LINE

STREAMLINED
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
CAPTURE AND REPORTING

cc Drive unprecedented
operational efficiencies
By connecting hundreds and even
thousands of disparate data
sources

CAPTURE. MetricsTrac can automatically
collect data from your existing databases
and systems.

cc Save money
By maximizing the value of your
current technologies and systems
cc Optimize internal resources
and staffing
By outsourcing data collection and
aggregation, and automating
calculations and forecasting to
eliminate human error

HOW IT WORKS
MetricsTrac provides you with a unique
platform to integrate data collection from
multiple sources into a single database,
allowing you to seamlessly aggregate and
analyze data for various reporting
requirements.

AGGREGATE. Combine and summarize data
for real-time processing.
VISUALIZE. View your data with built-in
business intelligence tools in various
intuitive dashboards for analysis anytime
and anywhere. MetricsTrac allows multifacility and multi-metric performance
tracking and measurement, and features
cascading screens so that you view only the
graphs you need for insightful analysis and
reporting.
REPORT. Generate various reports to
communicate performance data to
stakeholders and regulatory bodies as well
as disclosure organizations such as CDP
and GRI.

MetricsTrac enables you to monitor, manage,
and report all your sustainability, energy and
supply chain data easily and cost-effectively
– so you can maximize your return on
investment (ROI).
And, by integrating MetricsTrac, a highly
scalable, customizable and robust software
as a service (SaaS) tool, you can measure,
monitor and manage corporate-wide
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
resource consumption.

REPORT
VISUALIZE

AGGREGATE
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METRICSTRAC’S HIGHLY COMPREHENSIVE
SUSTAINABILITY BUSINESS INFORMATION
SYSTEM OFFERS:
cc INTEGRATION
Achieve visibility and extensive
reporting capabilities by
aggregating and standardizing
information across disparate data
systems, data aggregators such as
Urjanet®, Building Management
Systems (BMS), financial and ERP
systems.
cc PRE-FORMATTED REPORTS
With just a few keystrokes, fulfill
your compliance and stakeholder
reporting requirements using our
pre-formatted reporting templates,
or modify as needed.
cc BESPOKE DASHBOARDS
Gain unprecedented visibility of
your entire organization’s
sustainability performance.
Dashboards may be viewed through
MetricsTrac, or integrated into your
existing intranet or external
websites.

cc PERSONALIZED CONTENT
MANAGEMENT
Configure your content
specifications to create new data
tables, reports and other content.
cc AUTOMATED TASKS
Monitor progress and track to
closure data collection and project
tasks for individuals throughout
your business, ensuring nothing
falls through the cracks.
cc UNPRECEDENTED VISIBILITY
Drill down on critical
company-wide or site-specific
information using MetricsTrac’s
advanced analytics.
cc MULTILINGUAL AND REGIONAL
PREFERENCES
MetricsTrac provides multilingual
support for your organization’s
adoption of energy efficient
measures within your
constituencies.

ADEC INNOVATIONS:
CREATING SOLUTIONS FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
Whether you are in the public sector or an
organization engaged in small, medium or
large industries, ADEC Innovations (ADEC),
provides you with scalable, customized
solutions designed to give a complete
picture of your sustainability and
environmental performance. This allows
you to plan and systematically implement
effective, measurable programs that reduce
costs and improve your bottom line.
ADEC collaborates with you to fully
understand your needs, so that the best
solutions are identified and implemented.
As the only company with integrated
sustainability and environmental consulting,
data processing expertise and software
services, ADEC provides you with a team of
highly skilled industry professionals that
have the knowledge, training, and
experience to guarantee the most accurate
and value driven sustainability assessment.

ACHIEVE HIGHER VALUE
WITH METRICSTRAC
ADEC understands the contemporary
climate of business and governance.
With our environmental and sustainability
solutions, we will help you assess your
sustainability performance and gain
greater advantage in the industry.

www.metricstrac.com
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